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Abstract
Context: Over the past 50 years of Software Engineering, numerous studies have acknowledged
the importance of human factors. However, software developers’ emotions are still an area under
investigation and debate that is gaining relevance in the software industry.
Objective: In this study, a systematic literature review (SLR) was carried out to identify, evaluate,
and synthesize research published concerning software developers’ emotions as well as the
measures used to assess its existence.
Method: By searching five major bibliographic databases, authors identified 7172 articles related
to emotions in Software Engineering. We selected 66 of these papers as primary studies. Then,
they were analyzed in order to find empirical evidence of the intersection of emotions and
software engineering.
Results: Studies report a total of 40 discrete emotions but the most frequent were: anger, fear,
disgust, sadness, joy, love, and happiness. There are also 2 different dimensional approaches and
10 datasets related to this topic which are publicly available on the Web. The findings also showed
that self-reported mood instruments (e.g., SAM, PANAS), physiological measures (e.g., heart rate,
perspiration) or behavioral measures (e.g., keyboard use) are the least reported tools, although,
there is a recognized intrinsic problem with the accuracy of current state of the art sentiment
analysis tools. Moreover, most of the studies used software practitioners and/or datasets from
industrial context as subjects.
Conclusions: The study of emotions has received a growing attention from the research
community in the recent years, but the management of emotions has always been challenging in
practice. Although it can be said that this field is not mature enough yet, our results provide a
holistic view that will benefit researchers by providing the latest trends in this area and identifying
the corresponding research gaps.
Keywords: Systematic literature review, Social aspects of software development, Emotion, Affect,
Mood, Behavioral software engineering

1 Introduction
Software Engineering (SE) is concerned with all aspects of software production. Therefore, SE is
not just concerned with technical processes of software development, but also includes people
and tools [1]. SE is inherently a social activity which involves a large amount of interaction [2–4], as
software development team members often need to cooperate with each other [3] in different
levels and tasks. Thus, software is a product of human activities that incorporates our social
interaction and cognitive aspects [5] which also elicit emotions. Regarding problem solving
capabilities and creativity, they are both valuable cognitive processing abilities that software
engineers need to possess [6] in order to be competent in their tasks. Consequently, software is
intensive in human capital [7,8] and some cognitive processes have been shown to be deeply
linked to the affective states of individuals [6]. Even though software is rarely produced by a single
person [3], characteristics such as human behavior [9] and affects [10] —emotions and moods—
are always present in software work. In fact, recent researches has revealed evidence that
software developers experience a wide range of emotions [11–15] throughout the rich ecosystem
of communication channels [16]. However, it is worth noting that human factors (called human
aspects in SE) such as satisfaction, motivation, affective commitment, and well-being are not
affects per se —even happiness is considered a peripheral affect— but affective reactions of the
individuals influence all of the human factors [10]. This raises a key question which will facilitate a
better understanding of the current status of research and addresses further investigation: “How
the scientific literature approach the investigation of the software developers’ emotions through
software development process?”. In this literature study, we attempt to create a comprehensive
view of the literature addressing the role of emotions in SE so that we look at emotions —discrete
and dimensional approaches—, measures —self-reported moods instrument (e.g., SAM, PANAS),
physiological measures (e.g., heart rate, perspiration) or behavioral measures (e.g., keyboard
use)—, and tools —machine-learning-based and lexical-based. Thus, we focus only on empirically
validated studies and explicitly exclude studies that did not approach the emotional side of
software developers in order to focus our research.
To the best of our knowledge, there is not any published secondary study with these research
objectives. Previous literature review studies have not studied the entire state of the art in a
holistic manner yet. In fact, they have only focused on the definition of behavioral software
engineering [17], the definition of happiness [18] or the role of personality in SE [19,20].
Therefore, this paper is aimed to fill this gap by conducting a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on
this topic. Our SLR included 66 primary studies published in 5 major bibliographic databases.
Although the time period for the review was not limited, the earliest paper was published in 2005.
We believe this study provides a relevant contribution for the ﬁeld, because affective states seem
to be little known or understood from a SE perspective. Although, it is worth noting that they have
been a subject of other Computer Science disciplines, such as human–computer interaction (HCI)
and computational intelligence, in particular, affective computing. Consequently, this study is
valuable for both software practitioners and software researchers alike. For practitioners,
summarizing the literature is valuable due to the large amount of academic literature from various

sources. For researchers, our study provides a good starting point for further research since we
have identified several areas for promising future research in this area.
This paper is structured as follows. First, authors give background information about emotions and
previous related work in Section 2. Next, we describe our methodology including our research goal
and questions, search strategy, selection criteria, quality assessment, data extraction strategy and
process in Section 3. After that, we introduce the results in Section 4, which we further discuss in
Section 5. Finally, we present our conclusions and ideas for future work in Section 6. Authors also
present a reproducibility package available as archived open data [21].

2

Background and related work

In the field of psychology, there is no consensus on a unique definition of emotion [22]. There are
many and varied definitions in the emotion literature sources. However, in general, they comprise
of the basic elements that make up the theoretical conceptualization of the construct. Despite the
fact that a deeper debate about it is out of the scope of this paper, we need some definitions in
order to guide the review process. In this section, we ﬁrst provide the definitions and then
introduce previous literature studies that are related to the subject.

2.1 Concepts and definitions
There are many and varied definitions of emotions in the literature. According to the study carried
out by Kleinginna and Kleinginna [23], there are 92 definitions and nine skeptical statements.
Based on that compilation, they suggest a formal definition of emotion as “a complex set of
interactions among subjective and objective factors, mediated by neural and hormonal systems,
which can (i) give rise to affective experiences such as feelings of arousal, pleasure and
displeasure; (ii) generate cognitive processes such as, emotionally relevant perceptual affect,
appraisals, and labeling processes; (iii) active widespread physiological adjustments to the
arousing conditions; and (iv) lead to behavior that is often, but not always expressive, goaldirected and adaptive”. But, in general, the term is taken for granted in itself and is often defined
with reference to a list: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise [22]. Additionally, emotions
as a type of affective state do have valence and intensity [24] on one hand, but on the other hand
Scherer [25] stated that the general affective valence or preference should not be treated in the
same manner as emotional episodes and it should not be more enduring than attitudes. The
controversy continues with Shouse [26], who pointed out that emotions are the expression of
affect and/or feelings, whereas Thoits [27] defined emotions as culturally determined types of
feelings or affect.
In this context, Graziotin et al. [6] found that many authors have considered mood and emotion to
be interchangeable terms, although, it has been also acknowledged that numerous attempts exist
to differentiate these terms. Something similar happens with the terms emotion and affect, for
instance the Picard’s work on affective computing [28] have used them interchangeably. For

example, according to the APA dictionary of clinical psychology cited in [6], feelings have been
defined as the conscious subjective experience of emotions, whereas affective states are defined
as “any type of emotional state . . . often used in situations where emotions dominate the
person’s awareness”. In turn, Shouse [26] defined affect as a “non-conscious experience of
intensity: as a moment of unformed and unstructured potential” that “plays an important role in
determining the relationship between our bodies, our environment, and others”. Affect was also
found as the most general of the terms by Batson et al. [24]. These authors described affect as
more phylogenetically and ontologenetically primitive than emotions. But in a broader sense,
affect has been thought of as an umbrella term for emotions, feelings, and sentiments [29].
Likewise, the link between emotions and sentiments is not always clear. Sentiments are defined by
Gordon [30] as “socially constructed patterns of sensations, expressive gestures, and cultural
meanings organized around a relationship to a social object, usually another person (…) or group
such as a family”. While Murray and Morgan [31] defined sentiment as “a more or less enduring
disposition in a personality to respond with a positive or negative affect to a specified entity”. A
recent study [32] revealed that different terminologies are used according to the scientific
communities involved and the targeted objectives. However, the actual studied phenomena
overlap among themselves. The Affective Computing community is grounded in the definition of
“emotion” provided by Scherer [25]. The natural language processing (NLP) community tends to
use more frequently opinion and sentiment, whereas the embodied conversational agent (ECA)
community tends to use emotions. According to [33], even with having clear definitions of these
terms, there are still some controversial issues at the time of classifying some particular human
states as an emotion. For instance, some researchers consider thankfulness or gratitude as an
emotion, whereas others consider actions such as greeting, thanking, and congratulating as
communicative functions [33]. For the purposes of our SLR, we use the terms emotion, feelings,
affect and affective states interchangeably, in line with the findings of the primary studies.
On the other hand, there is not a universally accepted model of emotions. However, there are two
prevalent approaches in this field: discrete approach and dimensional approach. The first one is
based on a set of basic affects, which can be distinguished fundamentally from one another [12].
The second approach, on the contrary, describes each emotion as a point in a continuous
multidimensional space where each dimension represents a quality of the emotion. This approach
group affects in a smaller set of major dimensions (one or more) where one of them usually
relates to intensity of emotions [34]. Such a dimensional approach allows a clear distinction
among the dimensions and distinguishes itself from the discrete approach in its fewer elements to
evaluate. The dimensions that are used most frequently are valence, arousal and dominance (thus
the VAD acronym) although some authors refer to these dimensions with different names (e.g.
pleasure instead of valence in [35] or activation instead of arousal in [36]). Emotions involve
different components, but in the case of basic emotions, it is important to contextualize them into
“families”. It means that each basic emotion represents a “family” of closely related emotions
[37,38]. For instance, the basic-emotion family of sadness would include emotions such as distress
and anguish [37]. Moreover, basic emotions can be innate and universally recognized by humans

world-wide [38,39]. In fact, researchers of both sides have proposed lists of emotions that tend to
be basic ones.
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Figure 1. Four well-known emotion models adapted from [33].

Figure 1 shows four well-known emotion models. Ekman, one of the well-known emotion
researchers, suggested that those certain emotions that are universally recognized form the set of
basic emotions. Ekman et al. [40] in a cross-cultural study found six basic emotions which are
sadness, happiness, anger, fear, disgust, and surprise. He later expanded his set of emotions by
adding 12 new positive and negative emotions [41]. Shaver et al. [42] defined a tree-structured
hierarchical classification of emotions where each level refines the granularity of the previous one,
thus providing more indication on its nature. The basic level of the emotions hierarchy consists of
love, joy, anger, sadness, fear, and surprise. Parrott [43] proposed a three layered categorization
of emotion. In the first layer, he considered six primary emotions: love, joy, surprise, anger,
sadness, and fear, followed by 25 secondary emotions in the next layer. In the last layer, more fine
grained emotions were categorized. Plutchik [36] proposed an alternative viewpoint called the
Wheel of Emotions in which he categorized eight basic emotions as pairs of opposite emotions: joy
versus sadness, anger versus fear, trust versus disgust, and surprise versus anticipation. These
eight basic emotions can vary in intensity and can be combined with one another to form
secondary emotions. Apart from them, the “circumplex model”, proposed by Posner et al. [44],
represents emotions according to a bi-dimensional representation schema capturing the emotion
valence (ranging from pleasant to unpleasant) and arousal (ranging from calm to excited). A third
dimension, called “dominance” or “control” can be added to this space to signify the subjective
feeling of control (dominant vs. submissive). Dominance can be understood as a social or cognitive
interpretation of an affective event.

2.2 Measurement of emotions
Usually, the measurement of emotions has been carried out by the use of surveys. One of the
most notable measurement instruments for affective states is the Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule (PANAS) [45]. The PANAS is a 20-item survey that represents positive affects (PA) and
negative affects (NA). Apart from that, some scales have been proposed to reduce the number of
the PANAS scale items and overcome some of its shortcomings. Among these works, we must

mention the Scale of Positive and Negative Experience (SPANE) developed by Diener et al. [46].
The SPANE is a 12-item scale that is divided into two subscales (SPANE-P and SPANE-N) which
assesses positive and negative affective states. There are also non-verbal assessment methods.
One of the most used is Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM). SAM is based on pictures which measures
valence, arousal, and dominance —i.e. happy vs. unhappy, excited vs. calm, and controlled vs. incontrol— associated with a person’s affective reaction to a stimulus [47]. Another one is the affect
grid proposed by Russell [48]. It is a scale designed as a quick means of assessing affect along
hedonic —pleasure vs. displeasure— and arousal —sleepy vs. activated— dimensions on a 1-9
scale. The Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW) [49] is another grid that organizes 20 emotion words in a
wheel-like format along valence —unpleasant vs. pleasant— and power —low control vs. high
control— dimensions, with opposite points of the spikes of the wheel representing the intensity of
the associated subjective feeling (distance from origin).
The behavioral measures include body expressions and measurement of voice [50]. Emotion
influences bodily motions, such as gesture (facial scaling), posture, and keyboard and mouse
movements. In order to capture these emotions, Microsoft Face API is a HTTP REST API which
provides a number of resources related to both face detection and emotion detection —anger,
contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, neutral, sadness, and surprise— of the face itself [51].
EMOVoice identifies emotions —joy, sadness, and anger— by using acoustic voice analysis based
on a number of specific physical measures of voice, such as pitch and intensity [52]. In turn,
physiological measures require biometric sensors to measure the changes in the body caused by
emotions, e.g., Neurosky MindBand sensor to capture electroencephalography (EEG) data,
Empatica E3 wrist band to record skin- and heart-related signals, and Eye Tribe eye tracker to
capture eye-related measures, such as pupil size [53].
A different approach is to identify affective states reported in sentences which is called sentiment
analysis [34]. In its basic usage scenario, sentiment analysis is used to classify the subjectivity —
neutral vs. emotionally loaded— and polarity —positive vs. negative— of a text. It relies on
sentiment lexicons, which means large collections of words, each annotated with its own positive
or negative polarity. The overall sentiment of a text is therefore computed upon the prior polarity
of the contained words. Although, there have been some sentiment analysis tools such as
SentiStrength, Alchemy, Stanford NLP sentiment analyser and NLTK [54], more recently, some
customized sentiment analysis tools have appeared specifically within the SE field as well (e.g.
SentiStrength-SE and SentiCR). On the automatic classification of texts, machine learning has been
shown to be a promising approach to ﬁnd links between low-level data capture (e.g. collected data
from text and biometrics) and high level phenomena of interest (i.e. affects) [55]. Therefore,
building classifiers to identify affects from a set of training dataset (i.e. gold standard) is known to
be another approach.

2.3 Previous related works
No secondary study has yet been reported in the large scope of affects, moods and emotions in SE.
Although previous literature studies did not approach this topic in a holistic manner, still a few

secondary studies in the more specific areas have been reported. We were able to identify two of
these studies throughout the selection process of this SLR, in particular, by applying the exclusion
criteria about secondary studies. Lenberg et al. [17] published in 2015 a deﬁnition of the
Behavioral Software Engineering (BSE) research area and performed a SLR based on 55 related
concepts. The definition emphasizes that BSE is the study of cognitive, behavioral and social
aspects at different levels relating to the work of software engineers. The main result from the SLR
indicates that there are some knowledge gaps in the existing BSE research. Moreover, that earlier
research has been focused on a few concepts, which have been applied to a limited number of
software engineering areas. In particular, personality and stress were two of the concepts
included, but other concepts such as emotions, mood or affect are not included. Barros-Justo et al.
[18] published in 2018 a relative small literature review that included 8 out of 619 studies. It
summarizes the existing definitions of happiness from 4 studies as well as the metrics to assess its
level within software engineers from the remaining studies. The authors concluded that further
research is needed to consolidate our understanding about the relationships between happiness
and software engineering.
Moreover, given that personality refers to individual differences among people’s behavior,
cognition, and emotion patterns [56], we reviewed two SLRs [19,20] on the influence of
personality on individual performance or team work in programming. The review by Cruz et al.
[19] included 42 publications between 1970 and 2010. The goal of the second review [20] was to
increase the sensitivity of the first one by expanding the search string to include synonyms of the
search terms and adding a ‘‘snowball’’ search strategy in the second stage of the search process.
As a result, 19000 papers were found and 90 relevant papers were included in the review.
Although these reviews present important results for the research in personality, they do not
reveal any empirical evidence about emotions. Despite that fact, we recognized that linking
emotions and personality can shed light on both: (i) personality may influence behavior indirectly
via its influence on emotions and (ii) study of emotions too is enhanced through establishing its
link to personality. In our SLR we have focused on emotions.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that there are a few SLRs about emotions in other areas such as
marketing [57], healthcare [58] and music [59,60]. Therefore, the main contribution of our SLR is
to identify and to understand how emotions have been investigated in the domain of SE and
among software practitioners.

3 Methodology
This study was carried out following the guidelines given by Kitchenham and Charters [61], with
one exception. Based on a data extraction form, we extracted data by qualitatively coding the
selected articles as most of the papers contained only qualitative statements and little numerical
data. In consequence, we adapted a SLR protocol to define the plan for the review. In this section,
we present the research goal and questions, search strategy, ﬁltering strategy, and data extraction

and synthesis. Additionally, we present the selected studies used as data sources and discuss their
quality assessment. Figure 2 shows an overview of the research process used in our SLR.
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Figure 2. An overview of the research process used in this SLR.

3.1 Research goal and questions
The goal of this paper is to systematically review and synthesize the state of the art in the related
area, to get an explicit view of software developers’ emotions research including the recent trends
and directions in this field to identify research gaps for future study. Therefore, this SLR is
performed with the following three specific objectives in mind. First, we would like to understand
the emotional facet of software developers through an empirical research in this area. Second, we
would like to investigate and find out the most reported methods for emotion measurement.
Finally, we would like to see if there is a growing interest in the field or not. Based on the
mentioned goals, we raise the following review questions (RQs) grouped under two categories:
Group 1. Trends of primary studies:






RQ1. What is the trend of studies related to developers’ emotions that have been
reported in major bibliographic databases? Knowing the types of publication, source and
affiliation types of authors of the primary studies will enable us and the readers to get a
high-level view of the research landscape.
RQ2. What type of research methods are used in the studies? It is valuable to know and
differentiate the types of research methods and the rigor used in different empirical
studies so that readers can benefit from them.
RQ3. What is the citation landscape of the studies in this area? Characterizing how the
primary studies are cited by other papers gives us an idea of their impact and popularity.

The highly-cited papers in the area make it easy to pinpoint the most influential research
in terms of subjects and time period.
Group 2. Specific to the domain (emotions in software engineering):




RQ4. What are the software developers’ emotions addressed or investigated that have
been reported in the studies? Answering this question would provide practical and useful
findings for practitioners and researchers alike. We were expecting to find discrete
approaches and dimensional approaches.
RQ5. How software developers’ emotions are measured? Answering this question would
provide practical and useful findings for practitioners. We were expecting to find selfreport measures, physiological measures or behavioral measures as well as tools proposed
and datasets freely available for download.

3.2 Search strategy
Given the exploratory nature of much of the research in this field, in order to identify the relevant
studies, the two key terms used were: “emotion’’ and “software engineering”. The ﬁrst one is
related to the subject of the study. Two inflected forms of that term were also included
“emotions” and “emotional”. However, we recognize that some authors could overlook the term
“emotion” and use only "mood", or "feeling", or "affect" when they study emotions. But, we also
believe that it would be unexpected because our SLR is based on scientific literature and the
controversy about the use of those terms is well-known in this research field and hence the term
“emotion” should be mentioned in such literature. The second one was incorporated to exclude
studies related to other ﬁelds that are not software engineering. In addition, an alternative search
term was “software development”. Boolean operators were used to construct the final search
string. The “OR” operator was used to concatenate the related terms and “AND” to concatenate
the two major key terms. As a result, the final search string applied to locate primary studies from
databases was (“emotion’’ OR “emotions” OR “emotional”) AND (“software engineering” OR
“software development”).
However, it is worth noting that a trial search was conducted with a trial search string including a
set of basic emotions —“anger" OR "disgust" OR "sadness" OR "joy" OR "fear" OR "surprise”— as
another alternative search set of terms. From the five databases consulted, only ScienceDirect
showed a growth in the amount of results retrieved. Thus, this database returned 6538 versus
2336 studies with this extended search string. Bearing in mind that it would demand us a lot of
time and effort, we analyzed one percent of these studies. It was observed that “surprise” and
“fear” are commonly used in the text (5447 studies), although they are not linked with the
emotion research —e.g., “... the fear of losing market share …” or “such a procedure is not surprise
neutral”—. Taking all these results together, we focus on the previous search string (without the
list of basic emotions). Authors believe, it does not reduce the importance of the findings, but
gives opportunity for further investigations.

3.2.1 Primary search process
The primary search phase for the relevant studies was performed on five major databases. Figure
2 shows the lists of databases consulted, all of them of scientific nature. Moreover, those
databases have been suggested too by Kitchenham and Charters [61] and constituted the search
engine typically used in Computer Science and Software Engineering SLR studies. The search string
was successfully executed on all databases by the first author. The final search string was executed
in August 2018 on each of the online databases. Moreover, the time period for the studies
selected was not limited but, when available, we filtered results only to “Computer Science”. The
searches return a total number of 7172 results (see Figure 2).
The first author removed duplicated and totally unrelated papers from the results based on their
title, keywords, and abstract. As a result, irrelevant studies were removed based on the
inclusion/exclusion criteria (see more details in section 3.3). When those texts did not provide
enough information to decide, other parts of the study was considered —i.e. conclusions and
discussion if necessary— and the decision was made based on the inclusion/exclusion criteria.
However, if the doubt remained, the paper was included in the relevant group, leaving the
possibility to discard the paper during the next stage when the full texts of the papers were
studied. At this point, the study published by Thomas Shaw [62] in 2004 was excluded because it
was a work in progress (a little more than two pages), and no continuation of the project is
currently known. However, we recognized that it deserves special mention due to the fact that he
was one of the first to explore software developers’ emotions. Until then, the focus was mainly on
job outcomes such as turnover, burnout, and satisfaction [63]. Finally, a total number of 107
papers passed the criteria.
Next, a careful process was performed in order to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the final
study selection. First, a reference manager was used by the first author to collect full-text versions
of the papers. Second, texts from the full papers of all included studies (107) were imported into a
data analysis tool. Third, each co‐author accurately read each paper independently through the
data analysis tool and made the decision whether or not to include it as a relevant paper based on
the criteria discussed above. Then, the co‐authors compared the relevant papers, and each of the
differences was discussed after re‐reading and re‐analyzing the paper in order to find a shared
attribution. Some of the studies were excluded because they did not include any empirical
evidence, although, the abstracts had led us to think so. For instance, the term “case study” can
mean a study of a real-world case, but in some papers it referred to proposals not used in real-life.
Furthermore, the consistency and the validity of this primary study selection process are
supported by the high value (81.47%) of Krippendorff’s alpha (α) calculated after the data
extraction process (see section 3.5). The mathematical formula of this alpha for “binary or
dichotomous data, two observers, no missing data” is provided in [64]. The values produced by
Krippendorff’s alpha are between 1 (perfect agreement), 0 (units statistically unrelated) and -1
(perfect disagreement). Ideal values go around 80% to conclude that the validation of the interreliability process is acceptable.

Out of the 107 articles, 52 passed our exclusion criteria and, therefore, they were included in the
data analysis process. Once the filtering strategy was applied and a paper was selected for
inclusion, we used backward snowballing as Figure 2 shown.
3.2.2 Strategy for secondary search process
In the guidelines [61], it is recommended that the reference lists from the identified articles in the
previous searches should be considered as well, in order to identify further relevant articles
through the reference lists of the articles found using the search strings. Consequently, the
secondary search phase included a backward snowballing process by screening of all the studies
listed in the references section of the selected primary studies. This process helped us to find
other relevant studies pertinent to our SLR as suggested by Jalali and Wohlin [65]. After analyzing
all of the abstracts based on inclusion and exclusion criteria, there were 33 studies selected and
after a full text analysis the final sample resulted in 14 primary studies (see Figure 2). That is, the
same search process described in the previous section. Two examples of the papers found during
snowballing are described in what follows. [PS65] was found by backward snowballing of [PS64]
while [PS66] was found by backward snowballing of [PS57]. A similar backward snowballing
process was carried out based on the previous related works [17,18] reported in section 2.3,
however, no additional study was found.
Despite the effort made, there is a risk that some papers have been missed. Therefore, although
this study cannot guarantee completeness, we believe that it can still be trusted to give a good
overview of the relevant empirical studies on this field.

3.3 Selection criteria
The study selection criteria aim at identifying those studies that provided direct empirical evidence
about our research questions [61]. Therefore, the selection of studies was conducted by applying a
set of inclusion and exclusion criteria. The inclusion criterion was as follows:







Domain: the main domain must be within software engineering, and the study should be
focused on software developer’s emotions. Thus, the study subjects should be related to
the people in the software industry such as students or professionals.
Method: empirical studies that use quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods such as
case studies or experiments, whether observed in the field or in a laboratory or classroom.
In particular, sentiment analysis tools for SE that have been empirically evaluated are
pertinent.
Type: the type of study could be an article, conference paper, magazine article, or a book
chapter.
Language: studies written in English language only.

The exclusion criteria were:


Method: non-empirical studies such as secondary studies and review studies, or studies
that include the authors’ personal views or assumptions without supporting data.




Type: studies appear as work-in-progress, posters, or short papers containing less than 4
pages
The full-text of the study cannot be accessed.

3.4 Quality assessment
Despite the fact that there is no agreed upon definition for the “quality of study”, this assessment
followed the quality checklist suggested by Kitchenham and Charters [61], and Kitchenham and
Brereton [66]. A similar approach was used in an earlier SLR about personality [20]. The
information focuses on biasing and validity issues related with the various phases of empirical
studies, as well as the minimum information required to establish credibility. The quality
questionnaire along with the phases is as follows:







Design
o Is there a clear statement of the aims of the research?
o Are the emotions studied by empirically measured data?
o Are the measures used in the study fully defined?
Conduct
o Does the paper provide relevant data related to the research topics?
Analysis
o How adequately is the research results documented? For example, participants or
observational units.
Conclusions
o Does the study allow answering the research questions?

Each primary study was assessed for quality at the same time as the data extraction process was
conducted. Each question was independently answered by each co-author according to the scores
proposed by Kitchenham and Brereton [66]. The scores are as follows: Yes = 1, Partially = 0.5 and
No = 0 points. In consequence, the maximum quality score for a primary study is 6. However, the
scoring could provide only limited evidence of the actual value of the methodology. For instance, if
the objective of the study was to undertake preliminary results, it could score well on the
questionnaire, although, overall it could only be said to provide very limited evidence of the actual
value of the methodology. Hence, we include a research question in our SLR about the research
methods used in the primary studies. Additionally, we computed the Krippendorff’s alpha (α) [64]
for “nominal data, two observers, no missing data” in order to check the quality assessment
results and demonstrate the process consistency. In our analysis, we found that the value of
Krippendorff’s alpha was 75.33%, so, we can conclude that data are interpreted in a similar and
acceptable way among co-authors, since the value of alpha is around 80%. Finally, the
discrepancies among the evaluations were discussed and a consensus was reached.

3.5 Data extraction strategy and process

Each author worked independently to extract data from all primary studies, guided by an
extraction form. The full reference was gathered as provided by the libraries. This contains
information about authors’ names, title, conference/journal, year of publication, number of pages,
keywords and abstract. As this information was automatically extracted, no inconsistencies in the
extraction were found. The bibliographic details for all primary studies are available in Appendix A.
Furthermore, the data extracted from all the primary studies is available as an archived open data
[21]. In order to provide a structured approach for the review, we designed a data extraction form
by considering the research questions as well as the quality questionnaire. Such a form was set
according to the guidelines provided by Kitchenham and Charters [61]. We believe most of the
attributes are self-explanatory (see the data extraction form fields in [21]), except for those
addressed for emotions (RQ 4) and their measurement (RQ 5) which are explained in the
background (sub-sections 2.1 and 2.2).
After reading the abstract, the first author obtained the full-text versions and kept them in a
reference manager (Zotero 5.0.59). The 140 selected studies from primary (107) and secondary
(33) search processes were imported from the reference manager tool to the data analysis tool
(Nvivo 12.0). Each study was opened in turn and carefully read through NVivo by each co-author
independently. When a study was classified as relevant, the full text was coded according to their
content and the data extraction form. We measured how the co-authors agreed with each other
on the primary study selection process by computing Krippendorff’s alpha (α) for "binary or
dichotomous data, two observers, no missing data” [64]. The inter-rater agreement test showed
an agreement of 81.47% between the co-authors. This Krippendorff’s alpha was calculated based
on the data extraction form without the inclusion of the information that was automatically
extracted and the quality questionnaire. Therefore, we can conclude that the validation of the
inter-reliability process is acceptable because, as mentioned before, ideal values of Krippendorff’s
alpha go around 80%. Any differences in the extracted data were discussed in order to reach a
consensus. This data analysis tool was useful in several ways. First, it allowed the key themes to
emerge from the data. Secondly, we were able to gain a holistic understanding of the evidence
base, as described in the next section. Lastly, the coding themes helped us to identify which
papers would contribute to answer the research questions.
Once the data extraction process was completed, a separate soft copy of the extracted data was
exported to a spreadsheet application (Microsoft Excel) for further analysis and an identity code
serial number (i.e. data item ID) was formulated and assigned to it. Consequently, the primary
studies are referred in the rest of this paper in that form: [PS01] - [PS66], including the appendixes.
To ensure quality and validity of our results, a final meeting between co-authors was held to
perform cross-checking of the extracted data.

4 Results
The first important result of our SLR is that only 66 publications of 7172 met our selection criteria
which represent empirical studies on software developer’s emotions. The extracted data from

these studies include both qualitative data (e.g. emotions or the measurement of emotions) and
quantitative data (e.g. number of subjects involved or quality level). This section presents our
findings grouped by research question and depicted using descriptive statistical tools (e.g. tables,
pivot chart, simple bar chart, multiple bar chart, and pie chart).

4.1 Group 1: Trends of primary studies.
This section addresses research questions RQ1 to RQ3.
4.1.1

What is the trend of studies related to emotions in SE that has been reported in
major bibliographic databases? (RQ1)

Given that a research paper abstract usually demonstrates the content of the research paper and
should contain important keywords, an overview of the topics covered in the papers analyzed was
obtained from their abstracts by generating a frequency table. Table 1 shows the frequency of
these words. It was generated using NVivo 12 (“Word Frequency” query). As one can see,
keywords such as analysis, sentiment, positive, negative, issue and comments are among the most
popular besides the obvious ones related to software development, developers, emotion(s),
engineering, emotional, team(s), and project(s).
Table 1. Popularity of the topics shown by the word frequencies of all paper abstracts.

Word

#

software
results
study
analysis
development
developers
emotions
engineering
emotional

55
34
32
30
28
27
27
26
22

Word

sentiment
positive
teams
project
negative
data
work
team
human

#

Word

#

Word

#

21
19
18
17
17
15
15
15
14

issue
information
factors
projects
comments
tools
communication
studies
empirical

13
13
13
12
12
12
11
11
11

role
emotion
affect
individual
developer
performance
quality
tasks
social

11
10
10
10
9
8
8
8
8

The total number of 66 primary studies that were included in this SLR (see list of studies in
Appendix A), are distributed within different publishers as follows: 26 ACM [PS01, PS03–PS09,
PS11–PS26, PS34, and PS36], 18 IEEE [PS10, PS27–PS33, PS35, and PS37–PS45], 8 Springer [PS46–
PS49, PS55–PS57, and PS63], 10 Elsevier [PS50–PS54, PS58–PS62], 1 Wiley [PS64], and 3 Others
[PS02, PS65, and PS66]. The last group corresponds to three journals found during the backward
snowballing process. Next, we report a summary on the trends of the primary studies, based on
the following aspects:



Number of studies by publication type
Number of studies over time by publisher (growth of attention in this area)




Number of studies by affiliation types of the study authors
Number of studies by quality level

The pie chart in the left of Figure 3 shows the number of primary studies by publication type
divided into four categories. There were 27 conference papers (41%), 22 journal papers (33%), 14
workshop papers (21%) and 3 symposium papers (5%). Most of the studies (51 out of 66) are
journal articles and conference papers.

Figure 3. Proportions of studies by publication type (left) and Number of studies over time per publisher (right).

The bar chart in the right of Figure 3 (as a stack chart) shows the number of primary studies
published by year. The oldest studies are from 2005 [PS46] (Springer) and [PS65] (Others), and the
latest ones from 2018 [PS16]–[PS26] (ACM), [PS58]–[PS62] (Elsevier), and [PS63] (Springer). Just
over 82% (54/66) of the primary studies were published after 2014. This shows that empirical
research focusing on affective states is novel, despite the fact that human factors in SE have been
acknowledged and researched since the 1970s, and in particular, research focusing on personality
is much more recent, with the vast majority of the studies developed since 2002 [20]. As it was
expected, the bar chart suggests a growing interest on the topic. Although we found sparse
empirical evidence in this topic until 2011, researchers seem to have started to study the role of
affective states in SE around the year 2013. However, their contributions on this topic were
presented and discussed in diverse conferences and workshops. For instance, 10 primary studies
were identified in 2014, out of which, 3 of them came from the International Conference on
Mining Software Repositories (MSR) while 6 of them came from different journals. Moreover, the
fact that our SLR is focused on empirical studies has probably reflected in the low amount of
primary studies on the early days. An alternative explanation may be related to the workshop
SEmotion. It was launched back in 2016 and its aim is to create an international forum for
researchers and practitioners interested in the role of affect in SE. In fact, 35% of the primary
studies were presented there in the last three years, denoting the increasing attention of
researchers on the topic. The peak years in terms of the number of papers were years 2017 and
2018 in which 15 and 17 papers were published, respectively.

Figure 4. Number of studies by affiliation types of the study authors

Figure 4 depicts a bar chart detailing the number of primary studies by affiliation types of the
study authors, classified as follows: (i) academic when a study is published solely by academic
authors, (ii) industrial when a study is published solely by industry authors or (iii) collaborative
when a mix of academic and industry authors had worked on it. As a result, 60 primary studies
written by academic authors were the majority (91%). There were five collaborative works [PS17,
PS30, PS33, PS46, and PS58], and only one industry paper [PS58]. Although the result is not
surprising because, we focused on academic databases, and this fact reveals the need for more
industry-academic collaborations in this area.
After assessing the selected studies based on the quality criteria detailed in section 3.4, a quality
level was calculated, taking into account the range of values from 0 (poor) to 6 (very good).
Studies equal to or below 3 should be excluded due to their low quality. However, there was no
study having such a low quality score. Most of the studies (55 out of 66, 83%) were classified as
“very good” quality based on the quality assessment while the remaining 11 papers ([PS15],
[PS17], [PS21], [PS27], [PS31], [PS33], [PS34], [PS37], [PS40], [PS42], [PS43]) were ranked as “good”
quality.
4.1.2

What type of research methods are used in the studies? (RQ2)

The rationale behind this question is to identify the research methods used in the primary studies,
as well as the type of participants in each one. Table 2 shows an overview of the research methods
from these perspectives grouped by the data source.
Table 2. Number of studies by research methods (left) and number of subjects in each study (right)
Data
Source
Dataset

Other
Sources

Method
Research
Case study
Experiment
Case study
Ethnography
Experiment
Survey

Number of Primary Studies
Subjects of investigation
FREQ.
Both
Student
Professionals
n
f (%)
2
10
12
18.18
2
26
28
42.42
6
6
9.09
1
1
1.52
5
7
2
14
21.21
1
3
4
6.06

Number of Participants
Subjects of investigation
FREQ.
Both
Student
Professionals
n
f (%)
26
26
0.98
19
474
493
18.55
123
123
4.63
5
5
0.19
231
700
98
1029
38.71
72
590
662
24.91

FREQ.

Survey/Eth.
n
f (%)

5
7.58

12
18.18

1
49
74.24

1
66
100.00

1.52
100.00

231
8.69

817
30.74

320
1610
60.57

320
2658
100.00

12.04
100.00

FREQ denotes frequency while n represents absolute frequency and f represents relative frequency

The left of Table 2 presents the number of primary studies. As one can see, 60.60%, namely
18.18% plus 42.42% (40/66) of the studies used datasets but there were only 13 datasets publicly
available on the Web (see Appendix C). In fact, there were three links that did not work at the
moment of verification, Dec 2018. The remaining 39.40% of primary studies used other data
sources such as self-assessment, biometrics, peripherals and interviews (see details in Figure 6).
From this first perspective, 74.24% of the studies used professionals as subjects of investigation
while 18.18% used students and 7.58% used both professionals and students. However, it is worth
noting that 37 out of 40 studies that used datasets did not mention the number of participants.
Therefore, on the right of the Table 2, the number of participants came from three studies: [PS58]
(474 professionals), [PS31] and [PS34] (26 and 19 students, respectively). These three studies
reported 19.53% of all participants while the remaining 80.47% were reported from studies that
used other data sources. From this second perspective, 60.57% of participants were professionals,
30.74% were students and 8.69% were mixed groups of type of participants (professionals and
students).

Figure 5. Cumulative number of participants in the studies by year

In a global context, the distribution between types of participants in the studies is not balanced:
67% (1769/2658) are professionals, while only 33% (889/2658) are students (see Figure 5). With
regards to professionals, we found one study [PS58] using a dataset, which involved artifacts from
474 IBM Jazz practitioners, and two large surveys [PS44], [PS60]. In [PS44], their authors posted
links of the survey on Reddit groups, Quora and in Computer Science Facebook groups; they also
emailed it to software development mailing lists. As a result, 311 software developers answered
the questionnaire. The authors also conducted an observational study (ethnographic) with 9
professional software developers to investigate the feasibility of predicting fatigue from
interaction history. Therefore, we included 320 participants for [PS44]. In the other survey [PS60],
the authors extracted a set of developer contacts from the GitHub Archive. Although 2220

individuals participated (7% response rate), only 1318 provided valid data for the open questions
on causes and consequences of happiness and unhappiness. A total of 317 subjects provided
answers with regards to what happens when developers are happy and unhappy while developing
software. Thus, [PS60] is the most large-scale quantitative and qualitative survey of software
developers on this topic, and the complete results are archived as open data1. When the data from
those three studies (1111 professionals) is removed from the total amount, the distribution
between types of participants in the studies is more balanced: 57% (889/1547) use students and
43% (658/1547) use professionals.

Figure 6. Number of data sources over time (left) and datasets by type of source (right).

On the left of Figure 6 the number of data sources per year is expressed. As mentioned before, a
large portion of studies (60%) is using datasets which may indicate not only the interest in the
topic but also the difficulty in using data collected by means like biometrics, peripherals (i.e.
mouse/keyboard) and interviews. The second most used category is self-assessment (24 of 66,
36%) which is composed entirely of questionnaires, with the exception of the ethnographic study
[PS33] that use a notes template. The right of Figure 6 presents the number of datasets by type of
source (see details in Appendix B). The majority of datasets (26 of 42, 61.9%) were extracted from
issue tracking tools (GitHub, Jira, Bugzilla, SourceForge and bug report from Eclipse, Android and
JBoss), followed by Q&A sites (9 of 42, 21.4%) (Stack Overflow, Piazza, Serebro), and others types
of tools (7 of 42, 16.7%) such as code review (Gerrit), content collaboration tools (Confluence) and
microbloging (Twitter). However, it is worth noting that two studies [PS26], [PS56] used two
different sources (Q&A and issue tracking), so that there are 42 sources for 40 studies.
In the last five years, a growing interest in qualitative research methods is revealed by the use of a
coding strategy. In fact, the research design of 37.87% of the primary studies (25/66) adopted this
approach. Hence there were people (115) involved as coders/raters to categorize emotions. The
majority of those studies (19/25) used datasets and 99 coders/raters were involved. The remaining
studies used other data sources ([PS29], [PS30], [PS33], [PS52] [PS60] and [PS62]) and 16 coders
were involved.

1

https://figshare.com/collections/Online_appendix_the_happiness_of_software_developers/3355707

4.1.3 What is the citation landscape of the primary studies? (RQ3)
To characterize how the primary studies are cited by other papers, we extracted the citation data
from Google Scholar on Dec. 18, 2018. We performed the citation analysis in a similar way to a
recent study about the top-100 highly-cited SE papers in SE [67] in which the authors proposed
two metrics: (1) the absolute number of citations to each paper, and (2) normalized citations (i.e.
average number of citations per year).
Figure 7 depicts the citation landscape of the 66 primary studies from both perspectives: on the
left of the figure, the first metric and on the right of the figure the second one. The average values
for the two metric values were 24.46 and 7.86, respectively. It means that the papers in this area
are reasonably cited. Another interesting point is that more recent papers have higher citations in
terms of normalized citations. Furthermore, 9% of the papers (6/66) had no citations at all, but it is
worth noting that 2 of them were published in 2017 (2/15) while the remaining in 2018 (6/17).
That all gives us an idea of the impact and popularity of the primary studies in this SLR.

Figure 7. Citation analysis of the primary studies.

To complement this view, it is necessary to look at the average number of authors per year. As
Figure 8 shows, the trend for the average number of authors per year is around three which is
consistent with the previous finding of Garousi and Fernandes [67] in the study of highly-cited SE
papers.

Figure 8. Average number of authors for articles per year.

Finally, citation rank can lead to pinpoint the most influential research. Thus, the top-10 papers by
the absolute number of citations are shown in Table 3. We put the most recent paper first when
there is a draw in the ranking (number of citations), i.e. the papers in positions 4 and 5 in Table 3.
The column “annual average” shows the normalized citations. Regarding the papers’ titles, one
can see both old and recent papers in which various topics are represented. The top-10 papers are
also a mixture of different approaches to study emotions in SE. Items 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 are using
datasets from repositories while item 4 is mainly using biometrics and the remaining items are
based on software developers’ self-reporting. Taking into account their high impact, readers such
as new researchers and graduate students are encouraged to read and benefit from them.
Table 3. The five most cited papers based on the number of citations.

1

Study
ID
PS65

2

PS05

3

PS06

4

PS30

5

PS03

6

PS32

7

PS07

8

PS66

9

PS48

10

PS02

#

2005

Cited
by
227

Annual
average (%)
17.5

2014

110

27.5

2014

109

27.3

2015

73

24.3

2013

73

14.6

2015

71

23.7

2014

70

17.5

2014

65

16.3

2010

60

7.5

2011

46

6.6

Title

Year

The effect of music listening on work performance
Do developers feel emotions? an exploratory analysis
of emotions in software artifacts
Sentiment analysis of commit comments in GitHub: an
empirical study
Stuck and Frustrated or in Flow and Happy: Sensing
Developers' Emotions and Progress
Towards emotional awareness in software
development teams
Are Bullies More Productive? Empirical Study of
Affectiveness vs. Issue Fixing Time
Security and emotion: sentiment analysis of security
discussions on GitHub
Happy software developers solve problems better:
psychological measurements in empirical software
engineering
Do moods affect programmers’ debug performance?
Using the Affect Grid to Measure Emotions in Software
Requirements Engineering

4.2 Group 2: Specific to the domain (emotions in SE).
This section addresses research questions RQ4 to RQ5.
4.2.1

What are the emotions addressed or investigated that have been reported in the
studies? (RQ4)

Given that there is not a commonly agreed-upon classiﬁcation regarding emotions, we
distinguished that most of the primary studies are focused on following one of the next two types
of approaches: (i) identifying the basic emotions as Ekman and Davidson proposed [68], or a
subset of them. (ii) identifying the sentiment polarity in text as positive, negative or neutral.
By reviewing the 66 primary studies, we found that more than one emotion was explored in 23 of
the studies, while forty discrete emotions were identified in 35 of them. It means that 12 studies

investigated only one emotion while the majority (21/35, 60%) investigated up to four discrete
emotions. Moreover, although [PS37] is the study that most emotions explore (20/40, 50%), it
does not seem to be the most relevant one, since its main aim is the demonstration that the use of
freeform drawing helps distributed teams to enhance individual positive emotions.
Figure 9 shows the absolute frequency of the most reported emotions, i.e. number of times a
discrete emotion has been observed to occur (see details in Appendix D). The relative frequency
was calculated by dividing the absolute frequency by the total number of discrete emotions
reported. Therefore, the whole distribution of those emotions is positive 38.82% (59/152) versus
53.95% (82/152) of negative. The remaining 7.24% (11/152) is made up of surprise (5.26%),
anticipation (1.32%), and interest (0.66%) which depending on the context could be either positive
or negative. It is not surprising if we take into account that joy, anger, fear, sadness, and surprise
are common in four well-known models of emotions as Figure 1 shows.

Figure 9. The most frequent emotions in the primary studies.

On the upper part of Figure 9, the positive emotions sum 30.92% (47/152) of joy, love, happiness,
excited, calm/relaxation, trust and contentment. The remaining 7.89% (12/152) is distributed
among eleven emotions (admiration, amusement, compassion, enthusiasm, empathy, enjoying, in
control, optimistic, pleased, pleasure, and relief) addressed in five primary studies ([PS16], [PS28],
[PS37], [PS47], [PS50]). On the lower part of the Figure 9, the negative emotions are made up
44.74% (68/152) of anger, sadness, fear, disgust, unhappiness, stress, depression, and frustration.
The remaining 9.21% (14/152) is distributed among eleven emotions (contempt, disappointed,
pride, annoyance, anxiety, controlled, fatigue, guilt, hate, regret, and shame) considered in eight
primary studies ([PS16], [PS28], [PS30], [PS37], [PS42], [PS44], [PS47], [PS51]). One interesting
point in these findings is that the number of negative emotions outweighs the number of positive
ones which is consistent with the models in Figure 1. Finally, sadness, anger, fear and joy seem to
be the most reported emotions.

Regarding the dimensional approach, we found fifty-one primary studies addressing one of the
following two kinds of dimensions: (i) Valence, Arousal and Dominance (VAD), and (ii) positive,
negative or neutral (see details in Appendix D). However, two of them [PS24], [PS30] investigated
both dimensions. Figure 10 also depicts the absolute frequency of those dimensional approaches.
Therefore, 35.85% (19/53) of the studies claim to use a positive, negative and neutral approach
while 39.62% (21/53) of the studies state to apply a positive and negative approach. Moreover,
one study [PS18] is focused on a positive polarity. On the other hand, 7.55% (4/53) claim to use a
VAD approach while 13.21% (7/53) state to apply valence and arousal dimension. In addition, one
study [PS40] is only focused on arousal. In fact, 20 of those studies are also investigating at least
one discrete emotion as Figure 10 shows.

Figure 10. Dimensional approach by primary study.

4.2.2 How software developers’ emotions are measured? (RQ5)
After a review of the primary studies, one can see that any given study can be related to more
than one approach so that the sum of the approaches in the chart of Figure 11 is greater than the
number of primary studies (66) (see details in Appendix E). The approaches were categorized using
a content analysis approach. Until the end of the review period (year 2018), out of the 66 primary
studies, 40 of them used a dataset but just 37 (56%) presented sentiment analysis. Those 37
studies use alternatively a lexicon-based approach, machine learning or both. The manual
annotation of emotions was applied on 15 of those studies as well. There are also other three
studies that did the exploration of affect by labeling of emotions present on issue comments
[PS05] and forum posts (serebro [PS34] and stack overflow [PS22]). In particular, [PS05] is based
on issue reports from Apache’s Jira-based repository (software artifacts). The authors of this study
adopted Parrott’s framework as a reference for emotions (love, joy, anger, sadness, fear, and

surprise) to conduct a manual annotation. In turn, [PS22] released a dataset of 4,800 questions,
answers, and comments from Stack Overflow, manually annotated with emotion labels using
Shaver’s framework, i.e. love, joy, anger, sadness, fear, and surprise. Final gold labels were
assigned using majority agreement among three coders. Moreover, it is worth noting that [PS05]
and [PS22] built two large datasets which support research on emotion awareness in software
development. In fact, the first one has been already used in [PS15] to understand how developers’
sentiments and emotions evolved over time, during the development process, and has been
considered in the development of DEVA [PS20]. Furthermore, a mapping between the second
dataset [PS22] and their positive, negative, and neutral polarity has been used for training a
sentiment analysis tool called Senti4SD [PS63].
Moreover, 13 studies are based on a machine learning approach ([PS04], [PS14], [PS23], [PS26],
[PS30], [PS32], [PS38], [PS39], [PS41], [PS42], [PS45], [PS57], [PS63]). For example, [PS30] used
biometric measures as input and a decision tree classiﬁer, while [PS42] collected team members’
facial expressions as input and returned set of emotions for each face, as well as the bounding box
for the face using Microsoft Face API. [PS57] demonstrates the feasibility of a machine learning
classifier to identify issue comments containing gratitude, joy and sadness. Moreover, the authors
confirmed their previous findings of [PS05]: (i) issue comments which do express emotions, in
particular gratitude, joy and sadness, and (ii) the more context is provided about an issue report,
the more human raters start to doubt and nuance their interpretation. Similar results were also
found in [PS13] when the authors classified primary emotions (sadness, anger, joy, disgust, and
fear) from a Stack Overflow dataset using API AlchemyLanguage Emotion Analysis.

Figure 11. Cumulative trend of studies by type of assessment of emotions.

In what follows we focused our attention on the specific sentiment analysis tools, dictionaries and
other approaches such as SAM, PANAS, and SPANE used to measure software developers’
emotion.
— Sentiment analysis tools
Table 4 shows a list of sentiment analysis tools used per primary paper. The column “approach”
denotes the emotional approach reported in the study. Sentistrengh is the most used lexicon–

based approach ([PS03], [PS04], [PS06], [PS08], [PS10], [PS12], [PS24], [PS27], [PS32], [PS35],
[PS36], [PS43], [PS55]). For instance, in 2013, the relation between emotions and activity of its
contributors in Gentoo project was studied by [PS04]. The authors found that it is the emotional
intensity which deﬁnes activity, rather than its polarity in terms of positive or negative emotions.
[PS03] used SentiStrength to compute the emotion of an entire artifact and latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) to extract topics from a set of collaboration artifacts and to assign a set of topics
to each of the artifacts. Based on that approach, Guzman in [PS27] proposed a visualization
prototype which includes general and detailed views of the topics and emotions expressed in
software project collaboration artifacts. Such an approach was evaluated by interviewing the
project leaders, who agreed that it could be useful for creating emotional awareness in large or
distributed teams, but that ﬁner granularity in the generated summaries is needed. In 2014, [PS08]
evaluated the usage of SentiStrength to identify distress or happiness in a development team. The
results show that (i) user and developer mailing lists carry both positive and negative sentiment
and have a slightly different focus, while (ii) work is needed to customize automatic sentiment
analysis techniques to the domain of SE, since they lack precision when facing technical terms. In
addition, [PS06] conﬁrmed the importance of not only considering the average emotion score of a
whole document, in that case, GitHub commits. The positive and negative average emotion scores,
as well as the distribution of positive, negative and neutral documents should also be taken into
consideration to get a deeper understanding of the emotional content, as averages tend to
opaque this information. Other tools, less used, are Stanford coreNLP ([PS14], [PS26]), Syuzhet R
package ([PS18], [PS21]) and API AlchemyLanguage ([PS13]). Besides, we included Danescu et al.’s
tool [69] due to the interconnectedness of emotions with (im)politeness [70].
Table 4. Tools used for sentiment analysis.

Measures
1

SentiStrength

2

Stanford coreNLP

3

Syuzhet R package

4

API AlchemyLanguage
Danescu et al.’s tool
[69]

5

Approach

#

P,N±
P,N,N±n

13

P,N±
P,N,N±n
P+
discretee
discretee
P,N±

Study ID
[PS03]±, [PS06]± , [PS24]±, [PS32]±, [PS36]±,
[PS43]±, [PS55]± ,
[PS04]±n, [PS08]±n, [PS10]±n, [PS12]±n, [PS27]±n,
[PS35]±n

2

[PS14] ±, [PS26]±n

2

[PS18]+, [PS21]e

1

[PS13] e

5

[PS24]±, [PS25]±, [PS32]±, [PS36]±, [PS55]±

In particular, we found six sentiment analysis tools specific for SE domain: SentiStrength-SE [PS59],
DEVA [PS20], SentiCR [PS45], Senti4SD [PS63], SentiSW [PS23] and MEME [PS21]. Each one of
them claims that their empirical evaluations demonstrate advantage over other tools in the field.
SentiStrength-SE [PS59] is a tool developed for improved sentiment analysis in texts. It is designed
to be used in the SE domain and it reuses the lexical approach of SentiStrength. The empirical
comparisons with the three popular domain independent tools/toolkits (NLTK, Stanford NLP,

SentiStrength) suggest that SentiStrength-SE is signiﬁcantly superior to its domain independent
counterparts in detecting emotions within software engineering textual contents. DEVA [PS20]
applies a dictionary-based lexical approach specifically designed for operation on software
engineering text. The tool also includes a set of heuristics to increase accuracy as well as capturing
emotional states such as excitement, stress, depression, and relaxation through the detection of
both arousal and valence. For capturing arousal, the authors constructed a new arousal dictionary
for DEVA by combining the SEA (Software Engineering Arousal) dictionary with the ANEW
(Affective Norms for English Words) dictionary. For empirical evaluation of DEVA, a ground-truth
dataset was manually annotated by three human raters and a baseline tool was implemented.
From the comparisons, DEVA was found to be superior to both the baseline and TensiStrength.
MEME [PS21] —a Method for EMotion Extraction— was built using functions from Syuzhet R
package and the NRC Lexicon. The Syuzhet R Package identifies eight classes of emotions as
suggested by Plutchik’s wheel of emotions: joy and sadness, trust and disgust, fear and anger,
surprise and anticipation. This dimensional framework of emotions is balanced with 4 positive and
4 negative emotions. The evaluation results, suggest a better performance of MEME in contrast to
Syuzhet R package. SentiCR [PS45] is a supervised learning based sentiment analysis tool used for
code review comments. The authors built a sentiment oracle by manually labeling a set of selected
review comments and evaluated seven popular sentiment analysis tools (ﬁve lexicon-based Aﬁnn,
NLTK with Hu and Liu opinion lexicon, SentiStrength, USent, NLTK (Vader) and two supervised
learning based tools (TextBlog and Vivekn), using the oracle. SentiSW [PS23] is an entity-level
sentiment analysis tool, specific for SE domain, implementing a supervised machine learning
method to perform sentiment classification. When SentiSW was compared to SentiStrength-SE
and SentiStrength, results demonstrate the advantages of SentiSW. Finally, Senti4SD [PS63] is a
classifier trained to support sentiment analysis in developers’ communication channels. With
respect to SentiStrength, Senti4SD reduces the misclassifications of neutral and positive posts as
emotionally negative.
In contrast, a recent study [PS25] published in 2018 gave negative results when the authors aimed
to build a software library recommender exploiting developers’ opinions mined from Stack
Overflow. In consequence, the authors carried out an investigation of the accuracy of sentiment
analysis tools (SentiStrength, NLTK, Stack Overflow, Stanford CoreNLP, SentiStrength-SE and
Stanford CoreNLP SO) to identify the sentiment of SE related texts. The findings revealed that
although, in particular, Stack Overflow is not really a place where emotions run high since
developers discuss technicalities there, there is an intrinsic problem with the accuracy of current
state of the art sentiment analysis tools, given that this field is not mature enough yet. In 2017, a
previous study [PS56] revealed negative results as well. Such a result clearly highlighted that the
well-known sentiment analysis tools (Sentistrength, NLTK, Alchemy, Stanford NLP sentiment
analyser) do not agree with the manual labeling of emotions (love, joy, anger, sadness and fear)
and neither do they agree with each other. Indeed, the authors concluded that such a
disagreement can lead to diverging conclusions and that previously published results cannot be
replicated when different sentiment analysis tools are used. In consequence, there is a need for
sentiment analysis tools specially targeting the SE domain. Furthermore, another study [PS26],

published in 2018, evaluated some existing tools for sentiment analysis (SentiStrength, NLTK,
Alchemy, Stanford NLP, Senti4SD, SentiCR) and politeness detection (Danescu et al.’s tool [69]).
The outcomes confirmed previous findings [PS56] claiming that “not only the tools have a low
agreement with human ratings on sentiment and politeness, human raters also have a low
agreement among themselves”. The authors also remarked that it demonstrates the need for
standardized coding schemes for the human coders in order to build an oracle and then perform
customized training on the tools to perform reliable affect analysis in the software engineering
domain.
— Dictionaries
Table 5 shows a list of 7 dictionaries that have been used in the primary studies. The column
“approach” denotes the dimensional approach reported in the study. For instance, [PS54] studied
development issues of nine GitHub projects by using the Wordnet-affect lexicon to classify words
within the six basic emotions identiﬁed by Ekman and Davidson [68] (sadness, joy, anger, fear,
disgust, and surprise). As a result, although, both polarity and emotional analysis are applicable,
the emotional analysis seems to be more suitable to this kind of corpus. In the academic context, a
dashboard tool for visualizing online teamwork discussions was proposed in [PS31]. To extract
individual emotions, the contributions are matched against the NRC Word Emotion Lexicon so that
the dashboard extracts and communicates team role distribution and team emotion information
in real-time. Eight basic emotions (anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, and
trust) are mined from the member contributions to the discussion. Furthermore, we found two
dictionaries explicitly designed for SE domain. The Software Engineering Arousal lexicon (SEA)
[PS40] was specifically designed to address the problem of detecting emotional arousal in the
software developer ecosystem. The authors included seed words potentially indicative of arousal
from different sources such as NASA TLX, Russell’s circumplex model of affect, and words from a
text analysis application called Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) about anxiety, time, and
achievement. [PS14] proposes an emotion words–based dictionary for verifying bug reports’
textual emotion based on positive and negative terms. Such an approach aims to predict bug
severity to reduce developers’ efforts by implementing a new algorithm EWD-Multinomial. To do
so, the authors modified a well-known machine learning algorithm called Naïve Bayes multinomial.
The new algorithm outperforms the others when it was compared with the baselines, including
Naïve Bayes multinomial and a Lamkanfi study, for open source projects such as Eclipse, Android,
and JBoss.
Table 5. Dictionaries.

1

Measures
Warriner et al. [71]

2

LIWC

3

ANEW

4
5

NLTK
Wordnet Affect label

Approach
AØ, VAD†
AØ
P,N±
VA*
P,N,N±n
P,N±

#
3

Study ID
[PS11]†, [PS24]†, [PS40] Ø

3

[PS40]Ø, [PS41], [PS58]±

2

[PS20]*, [PS59]±n

2
2

[PS07], [PS45]
[PS32], [PS54] e±

discretee
NRC Word Emotion
Lexicon
SentiWordNet

6
7

discretee

2

[PS21]e, [PS31]

P,N±

1

[PS14]±

— Others approaches
Table 6 presents other approaches for measurement of emotions. The following four approaches
have been used only once in the set of primary studies: Geneva Emotion Wheel, Job Emotions
Scale (JES), the wellbeing questionnaire, and Act4teamsLight. Furthermore, Parrot’s framework
and Shaver’s framework have been explicitly used to map the emotions. With regard to
questionnaires, 5 of 23 studies developed or adopted multi-item scales from prior studies for the
measurement of stress [PS19], fatigue [PS44], collective empathy [PS50], pride [PS51] and trust
[PS61]. For example, perceived trustworthiness was measured by adapting a previously validated
survey instrument developed by Johnson-George and Swap. The other 17 studies applied
recognized approaches to assess the affect. Table 6 shows that SAM is the most used
questionnaire, followed by PANAS, Russell circumplex model of affect and SPANE. For example,
[PS16] studied the effects of automated competency evaluation on software engineers’ emotions
and motivation by implementing a web-based platform that includes the SAM and the Intrinsic
Motivation Inventory (IMI). The findings show that automation has a positive impact on both
emotions and motivation of the employees, and no disadvantages were identified. Likewise, the
results of the studies carried out in [PS49] revealed signiﬁcant average correlations between mood
measurement and personalized regression models based on keyboard and mouse interaction data.
It is worth noting that participants in one of these studies worked on a programming task while
listening to high or low arousing background music.
Table 6. Other approaches for measurement of emotions.

5
6

Measures
SAM
PANAS
SPANE
Russell’s circumplex
model of affect
Parrot’s framework
Shaver’s framework

7

Others*

1
2
3
4

Approach
VA*, VAD†
P,N
P,N

#
5
4
2

AØ, VA*, VAD†

4

P,N
P,N

3
3

discretee

4

Study ID
[PS01]*, [PS16]†, [PS48]*, [PS49]*, [PS64]†
[PS09], [PS46], [PS62], [PS65]
[PS60], [PS66]
[PS02]*, [PS30]*,
[PS33]*, [PS40]Ø
[PS05], [PS32], [PS57]
[PS22], [PS41], [PS63]
[PS37] Geneva Emotion Wheele
[PS28] Job Emotions Scale (JES) e
[PS47] The wellbeing questionnaire e [72]
[PS17] Act4teamsLight

5 Discussion
This SLR found 66 primary studies and their results have given us a useful insight into the state of
the art of the software developers’ emotions research. In general, most of the studies were found

as of reasonably good quality according to the quality criteria used in our SLR. In this section, we
discuss the implications of our SLR findings (section 5.1) and the detail threats to the validity of our
findings (section 5.2).

5.1 Implications
Software developers are, like other knowledge workers, capable skilled professionals. Beyond this,
Capretz [73] stated that “people sometimes struggle to remember that we are dealing with
creatures of logic and emotions, not just ones and zeros”. In other words, developers are also
humans and prone to human sensitivities [74]. Thus, this SLR focused on a better understanding of
software developers’ emotions through a holistic view of SE research.
The orientation toward emotion in the primary studies is as follows: 23% (15/66) of the studies
chose discrete emotions (anger, fear, etc.) while 47% (31/66) chose a dimensional approach and
30% (20/66) indicated they used both approaches. By analyzing all those studies that chose both
approaches, in addition to those that had chosen only the discrete choice (a total of 53% of those),
we found which emotions (out of a list of 40) are the most researched. There were more negative
emotions —anger (12%), sadness (10%), fear (7%), and disgust (5%)— than positive ones —joy
(9%), love (7%), and happiness (5%)—, and surprise (5%) that can take both positive and negative
meaning.
Comparing these findings to a recent survey involving 250 emotion researchers and carried out by
Ekman [75] who aimed to evaluate the status of emotion research, one can see: (i) The trend of
the orientation toward emotion in both fields was similar with regards to the discrete emotions
(23% vs. 18%). However, dimensions were much more researched in SE (47% vs. 16%), maybe due
to the better exploitation of sentiment analysis tools by software engineering researchers. Finally,
although, almost a third reported both views in SE field (30% vs. 55%), the majority of emotion
researchers chose this approach, namely, discrete emotion and dimensions. It means that most
emotion researchers find both a discrete and a dimensional view of emotions useful in their
research [56], as suggested by Wundt in 1896, more than 100 years ago. In contrast, SE empirical
research is more focused on the dimensional approach. (ii) Among emotion researchers, there was
high agreement on five emotions (all of which were described by both Darwin and Wundt) that
they consider or think, should be considered as the most basic about emotions: anger (91%), fear
(90%), disgust (86%), sadness (80%), and happiness (76%). In comparison with our SLR, there was
high agreement about the negative emotions, but there was low agreement about joy, love and
happiness. By analyzing the survey [75], one can see that Ekman proposed happiness as a category
of emotion related to joy so that joy is not part of the list of discrete emotions. Moreover, shame,
surprise, and embarrassment were endorsed by 40%–50% emotion researchers while surprise and
shame were less studied in selected studies in our SLR and embarrassment not at all. Other
emotions, currently under study by various emotion researchers drew substantially less support:
guilt (37%), contempt (34%), love (32%), awe (31%), pain (28%), envy (28%), compassion (20%),
pride (9%), and gratitude (6%). Although most of these emotions were part of the forty emotions
in our SLR, it seems that awe, pain, and envy are not relevant in the SE context. (iii) There was also

agreement on the circumplex and positive-negative as the most basic about emotions. However,
emotion researchers also found another useful dimension, approach-avoidance, which has not
even been mentioned in the primary studies of our SLR.
According to Ekman [75], the agreement about the evidence for universals in emotional signals
and the evidence for five emotions is robust. In the SE field, the empirical evidence is limited but
provides coherent and consistent results. From our findings, the need for further research on
happiness is obvious and supported by Graziotin et al. [76] who made a call for software
engineering researchers to take (un)happiness into account in their studies. Furthermore, there
was no agreement 20 years ago about whether moods differ from emotion, but today most,
emotion researchers agree that moods are related to emotions as well as personality and
psychopathology are related in some way to specific emotions [75]. Therefore, software
engineering researchers should take care not to use interchangeably the term “emotions” and the
terms “moods”, “personality” and “emotional disorders”. In terms of emotion measurement,
sentiment analysis tools on one hand, and SAM and PANAS, on the other hand, were mostly
adopted in the primary studies of our SLR. While research in the field of sentiment analysis has
received a growing attention over the last years —SentiStrength-SE [PS59], DEVA [PS20], SentiCR
[PS45], Senti4SD [PS63], SentiSW [PS23] and MEME [PS21]—, the emerging fields of multi-class
emotion recognition, which entails classifying text into one or more categories of emotion such as
joy, love, sadness and anger—[PS32] and [PS41]—, have remained underexplored. In general,
emotion detection is a challenging problem that includes the related tasks of sentiment analysis
and emotion detection. Although both tasks suffer from the subtleties that the implicit nature of
language holds, the second one is more complicated due to the greater number of emotions and
the innate similarities among different emotions. In fact, several theories of emotion have been
proposed by psychologists over the years, each detailing a slightly different set of emotions.
Hence, even human annotators often find hard to distinguish emotions and, as a result, there is
low agreement among themselves and sentiment analysis tools specific for SE domain [PS25],
[PS56], [PS26]. So far, high accuracy of sentiment analysis tools has been difficult to achieve.
The last five years of research has been productive, but as this SLR revealed, there are still many
aspects of emotion that deserve further empirical research to reduce the disagreements that still
persist. Perhaps most important, robust evidence is needed in order to support the role of
emotions in software development process. Here some questions arise. Firstly, research design
should consider a bigger set of emotions than a more reduced one or, in another case, a right
balance between negative and positive emotions. Although studies looking closely at a single
emotion can provide valuable information, research on the emotional timeline and the
relationships among software developers’ emotions is needed to move toward a mapping of their
effect in terms of performance, productivity, quality and wellbeing. The question is also whether
we need further research in more realistic or typical contexts, rather than in controlled, laboratory
settings. Concerning the measurement of emotions, it is very large, very diverse, and very complex
field [50]. There is a very broad range of approaches and each one has its advantages and its own
limitations. For instance, capturing physiological signals not only requires special devices but also

is far more labor-intensive and costly than gathering self-reports. However, self-report
questionnaire data are solicited while physiological and facial scaling data are not necessarily
solicited, but the participant is usually aware of the data collection process, which is sometimes
intrusive and cumbersome. Therefore, another key question is how to choose a pertinent
approach to measure emotions in the SE context. Apart from that, the extent to which cognitive
effects of emotions can be differentiated is an area that needs further research. In particular, it is
worth questioning to what extent software developers’ emotions are useful in assisting them in
making practical choices. Finally, cross-cultural research is also necessary to assess the extent of
universality versus culture-specificity in SE.

5.2 Limitations and threats to validity
The results of our SLR might have some limitations with regard to the underlying research method.
In what follows, the threats of validity are discussed in the context of four main types of threats of
validity based on a standard checklist adopted from [77]: construct , internal, conclusion, and
external.
Construct validity is related to the degree in which an investigation measures what it claims to be
measuring. A threat to construct validity comes from the lack of empirical evidence in the primary
studies. In consequence, we aimed to identify as many relevant primary studies as were possible
using two key terms: “emotion’’ and “software engineering”. However, we recognize that the first
key term implies a first limitation because some software engineering researchers could overlook
the term “emotion” and use only "mood", or "feeling", or "affect" when they study emotions. To
reduce this threat, although other major affective phenomena (“feelings”, “mood” or “affects”)
were not included in the search process, they were not included as exclusion criteria during the
filter process. Moreover, there might be a selection bias due to having chosen five academic
search engines, but, those databases are commonly used in existing SLRs (e.g. [20], [78]) and their
selection is also based on Kitchenham and Charters [61]. In addition, a backward snowballing
process of the selected primary studies was done to ensure that all relevant references had been
included.
Internal validity is the extent to which a causal conclusion based on a study is warranted. It is
determined by the degree to which a study minimizes systematic errors. A threat to internal
validity in this study lies in bias on data extraction because it may result in inaccuracy of the
extracted data, and thus affecting the analysis of the primary studies. To minimize this threat, we
adapted a protocol from well-established guidelines [61]. In particular, we designed a data
extraction form that includes the research questions and the quality questionnaire. With regard to
the evaluation of quality level of primary studies, it was considerably subjective but we gained a
broader perspective by reviewing the research methods of each study. Moreover, given that a
paper may be retrieved from more than one database, to avoid misleading, we have checked and
removed the duplicates based on their publishers. The maturity of the field is another factor that
can affect internal validity, however, we believe that more than 10 years, since the first empirical

studies were identified in the literature on software developers’ emotions [63], is enough time to
review this research field in a systematic way.
Conclusion validity of a review study deals with reaching appropriate conclusions through rigorous
and repeatable treatment. The traceability between the data extracted and the conclusions was
strengthened through the use of a data analysis tool, which helped us to minimize the possibility
of missing evidence, however, human errors may have occurred. Therefore, we provide a
replication package as archived open data [21] which not only gives the possibility to others to
check our work but also, allow them to expand or improve it. To reduce researcher biases both
authors were actively involved in this research and the final decision to include a study depended
on the agreement of them. In fact, the Krippendorff alpha was calculated and showed a high
agreement. All primary studies were analyzed and the data was reviewed, extracted and
synthesized by the two authors. The discrepancies were discussed by both the authors and
resolved by consensus.
External validity is the degree to what extent the results can be generalized to other contexts. The
limitation into academic search engines represents an academic research so that studies that are
published as (non-academic) books and grey literature (such as technical reports, white papers,
work in progress) were not included in this study. Although we recognized that additional relevant
published studies may have been overlooked, we believe that despite that limitation our SLR gives
a significant contribution by itself and this review can be extended in future. We also limited
ourselves to publications written in English so that relevant studies in other languages are missed
out, but it is expected a relatively small effect because English is the most common language on
this research context. Furthermore, given that the software developers’ emotions research is a
specific research field in empirical software engineering, with its particularities and peculiarities,
we cannot claim that our results can be generalized beyond this field, but we believe that the
value of our SLR should not be undermined.

6 Conclusions
The number of primary studies included in the SLR was 66. This fact indicates that a limited
empirical research has been done on software developers’ emotions to this date. We found that
the publication years of these primary studies ranged from 2005 to 2018. The aim was to identify
the software developers’ emotions research and provide an overview of the state of the art in this
topic to benefit the readers (both practitioners and researchers) in providing the most
comprehensive and holistic view of the field.
The findings of the SLR helped to identify 40 discrete emotions in the studies. The most frequent
emotions were: anger, fear, disgust, sadness, joy, love and happiness. 22.74% of all primary
studies used only a discrete approach. We also found two different dimensional approaches in
46.96% of studies: VAD —valence, arousal and dominance— and polarity —positive, negative and
neutral. Here, a clear gap is that the approach-avoidance dimension so far was not used in the

primary studies of our SLR. The remaining 30.30% used both approaches, that is, discrete and
dimensional. Most of the studies used software practitioners and datasets from industrial context
as subjects. Although they may not be representative of the whole software industry, the evidence
is enough to support that software developers not only feel emotions, but also display them in
artifacts and communications during their daily work.
The findings also showed that there is not a common agreed approach to measure emotions in SE.
Sentiment analysis seems to be the most popular, although, a reliable sentiment analysis tool in
the SE domain was not found. It was observed that some primary studies included diverse selfreported instruments. SAM was the most used questionnaire, followed by PANAS, Russell
circumplex model of affect and SPANE. Moreover, only little research has focused on developers’
emotions and the use of biometric sensors —electroencephalography (EEG), eye-related
measures, skin- and heart-related signal) or peripheral devices (keyboard and mouse).
As one can see, there are a lot of opportunities for future empirical research in this area. The most
obvious is a replication of previous studies and provide evidence to help the area mature. One of
the most important benefits of replication studies centers around the possibility of arriving at
negative results [54]. In particular, sentiment analysis accuracy would be interesting to research
further, because they seemed to have a large impact on emotion awareness. Once reliable
sentiment analysis tools are developed, they have to be well enough validated so that they can be
adopted with confidence by software practitioners. In addition, given that the sentiment analysis
tools were evaluated only on English datasets, it would be interesting to experiment with data
from different languages in future work. In addition, future improvements in physiological
measures or behavioral measures will likely bring new ethical challenges.
Future work exploring the nature of the relationship between personality and discrete emotions
could lend useful insights as well. Regarding basic emotions, they could be studied to deepen the
understanding of their effect and give more insights about how to apply the measurements.
However, the question posed by Ekman [75] remains true in SE domain: will compelling evidence
for more than just five emotions (anger, fear, disgust, sadness, and happiness) be forthcoming in
the coming years, or is that all that can be empirically established?
Our future work includes using the findings of this SLR. Thus, authors propose a deeper analysis
and comparison between the primary studies, with particular emphasis on understanding the
effect of emotions on the software development process expressed in terms such as performance,
productivity, quality, and wellbeing.

Appendix A. List of primary studies included in the SLR
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Using the Affect Grid to Measure Emotions
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Jin Ding, Hailong Sun, Xu Wang,
Xudong Liu
Giuseppe Destefanis, Marco Ortu,
David Bowes, Michele Marchesi,
Roberto Tonelli
Nasif Imtiaz, Justin Middleton, Peter
Girouard, Emerson Murphy-Hill

in Software Requirements Engineering
Towards emotional awareness in software
development teams
The Role of Emotions in Contributors
Activity: A Case Study on the GENTOO
Community
Do developers feel emotions? an
exploratory analysis of emotions in software
artifacts
Sentiment analysis of commit comments in
GitHub: an empirical study
Security and emotion: sentiment analysis of
security discussions on GitHub
Monitoring sentiment in open source
mailing lists: exploratory study on the
apache ecosystem

2015

Media, Mood, and Meetings: Related to
Project Success?
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Mining successful answers in stack overﬂow

2016
2016
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2017
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2018
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Mining Valence, Arousal, and Dominance Possibilities for Detecting Burnout and
Productivity?
Analyzing developer sentiment in commit
logs
Facing up the primary emotions in Mobile
Software Ecosystems from Developer
Experience
Analyzing emotion words to predict severity
of software bugs: a case study of open
source projects
On the randomness and seasonality of
affective metrics for software development
Effects of automated competency
evaluation on software engineers' emotions
and motivation: a case study
Making meeting success measurable by
participants' feedback
The evolution of emotional displays in open
source software development teams: an
individual growth curve analysis
Daily questionnaire to assess self-reported
well-being during a software development
project
DEVA: sensing emotions in the valence
arousal space in software engineering text
MEME: toward a method for emotions
extraction from github
A gold standard for emotion annotation in
stack overflow
Entity-level sentiment analysis of issue
comments

2018

On measuring affects of github issues'
commenters
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Sentiment and politeness analysis tools on
developer discussions are unreliable, but so

are people
26

PS26

Bin Lin, Fiorella Zampetti, Gabriele
Bavota, Massimiliano Di Penta,
Michele Lanza, Rocco Oliveto
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Emitza Guzman

2013
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Michal R. Wrobel

2013
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Kevin Dullemond , Ben van Gameren ,
Margaret-Anne Storey , Arie van
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2013
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PS30

Sebastian C. Müller , Thomas Fritz

2015
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PS32
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PS33

Michal R. Wrobel

2016

34

PS34

Allen Marshall , Rose F. Gamble ,
Matthew L. Hale

2016

35
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Md Rakibul Islam , Minhaz F. Zibran

2016

36

PS36

Jirayus Jiarpakdee, Akinori Ihara, Kenichi Matsumoto

2016

37
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Mengyao Zhao , Yi Wang , David
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2017
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Grant Williams , Anas Mahmoud

2017
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Amol Patwardhan

2017
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Michele Marchesi , Roberto Tonelli
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Visualizing emotions in software
development projects
Emotions in the software development
process
Fixing the ‘Out of sight out of mind’ problem
one year of mood-based microblogging in a
distributed software team
Stuck and Frustrated or in Flow and Happy:
Sensing Developers' Emotions and Progress
The Development of a Dashboard Tool for
Visualising Online Teamwork Discussions
Are Bullies More ProductiveAre Bullies More
Productive? Empirical Study of Affectiveness
vs. Issue Fixing Time
Towards the participant observation of
emotions in software development teams
Outcomes of Emotional Content from Agile
Team Forum Posts
Towards understanding and exploiting
developers' emotional variations in software
engineering
Understanding question quality through
affective aspect in Q&A site
Using Playful Drawing to Support Affective
Expressions and Sharing in Distributed
Teams
Analyzing, Classifying, and Interpreting
Emotions in Software Users' Tweets
Sentiment Identification for Collaborative,
Geographically Dispersed, Cross-Functional
Software Development Teams

2017

Bootstrapping a Lexicon for Emotional
Arousal in Software Engineering

2017

Anger and Its Direction in Collaborative
Software Development

42

PS42

Georgios Dafoulas , Cristiano Maia ,
Almaas Ali , Juan Carlos Augusto ,
Victor Lopez-Cabrera

43

PS43

Rodrigo Souza , Bruno Silva

2017

44

PS44

Saurabh Sarkar , Chris Parnin

2017

45

PS45

46

PS46

47

PS47

48

PS48

Toufique Ahmed, Amiangshu Bosu,
Anindya Iqbal, and Shahram Rahimi
Sharifah Lailee Syed-Abdullah, John
Karn, Mike Holcombe, Tony Cowling,
Marian Gheorge
Sharifah Syed-Abdullah , Mike
Holcombe , Marian Gheorge
I. A. Khan, W.-P. Brinkman, and R. M.
Hieron

Sentiment analysis for software engineering:
how far can we go?

2017

2017
2005
2006
2010

Understanding Collaboration in Global
Software Engineering (GSE) Teams with the
Use of Sensors: Introducing a Multi-sensor
Setting for Observing Social and Human
Aspects in Project Management
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Appendix B. Dataset by source
1

Sources
Q&A

#
9

Study ID
Piazza [PS31], Serebro [PS34], Stack Overflow [PS10], [PS13], [PS22],
[PS26]*, [PS36], [PS56]†, [PS63]

2

Issue tracking

27

JIRA [PS05], [PS11], [PS15], [PS20], [PS26]*, [PS32], [PS40], [PS41], [PS57],
[PS59], GitHub [PS06], [PS07], [PS12], [PS18], [PS21], [PS23], [PS24],
[PS25], [PS35], [PS43] , [PS54], [PS55] , [PS56] †, Bugzilla [PS04], Bug report
from Eclipse, Android and JBoss [PS14], SourceForge [PS53]
3 Others
7 Confluence [PS03], Apache Software Foundation [PS08], Twitter
(microbloging)[PS38], Gerrit [PS45], IBM Jazz [PS58], Not available [PS27],
[PS39]
*†
, denote that the study use two source

Appendix C. Datasets publicly available on the Web
Study ID
[PS12]
[PS13], [PS36]
[PS41]
[PS56]
[PS22]
[PS63]
[PS23]
[PS45]
[PS43]
[PS26]
[PS20]
[PS11], [PS40]

#
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

URL
1
http://seresl.csis.ysu.edu/MSR16challenge/
2
http://2015.msrconf.org/challenge.php
3
http://goo.gl/2e6mbk
4
http://ow.ly/HvC5302N4oK
5
https://github.com/collab-uniba/EmotionDatasetMSR18
6
https://github.com/collab-uniba/Senti4SD
7
https://github.com/Jasmine-DJ-420/SentiSW
8
https://github.com/senticr/SentiCR/
9
https://gitlab.com/rodrigorgs/msr17-challenge
10
https://sentiment-se.github.io/replication.zip
11*
https://figshare.com/s/277026f0686f7685b79
12*
http://openscience.us/repo/social-analysis/socialaspects.html
http://ansymore.uantwerpen.be/system/ﬁles/uploads/
13* [PS05], [PS57] 2
artefacts/alessandro/MSR16/archive3.zip
* denotes that the link does not work. Verified: Dec 2018

Appendix D. Primary studies by emotional approach
Discrete emotions affecting software development team.

-/+

N E G A T I V E (-)

P O S I T I V E (+)

+\-

#

Emotion

Frequency
Absolute
Relative
n
f (%)

1

joy

14

9.21

2

love

10

6.58

3

happiness

8

5.26

4
5
6
7

excited
calm/relaxation
trust
contentment

5
4
3
3

3.29
2.63
1.97
1.97

8

others

12

7.89

1

anger

18

11.84

2

sadness

15

9.87

3

fear

11

7.24

4

disgust

7

4.61

5
6
7
8

stress
unhappiness
depression
frustration

5
4
4
4

3.29
2.63
2.63
2.63

9

others

14

9.21

1

surprise

8

5.26

2
3

anticipation
interest
TOTAL

2
1
152

1.32
0.66
100.00

Study ID
[PS05], [PS11], [PS13], [PS15], [PS21], [PS22],
[PS24], [PS31], [PS32], [PS37], [PS54], [PS56],
[PS57], [PS63]
[PS05], [PS11], [PS15], [PS22], [PS24], [PS32],
[PS37], [PS56], [PS57], [PS63]
[PS08], [PS16], [PS28], [PS29], [PS30], [PS42],
[PS60], [PS66]
[PS02], [PS16], [PS20], [PS30], [PS38]
[PS02], [PS16], [PS20], [PS30]
[PS21], [PS52], [PS61]
[PS28], [PS37], [PS47]
[PS16] (in control), [PS28], [PS47] (enthusiasm),
[PS28] (pleased, optimistic, enjoying), [PS37]
(pleasure, amusement, admiration, relief,
compassion), [PS50] (empathy)
[PS05], [PS11], [PS13], [PS15], [PS21], [PS22],
[PS24], [PS28], [PS30], [PS31], [PS32], [PS37],
[PS41], [PS42], [PS54], [PS56], [PS57], [PS63]
[PS05], [PS11], [PS13], [PS15], [PS21], [PS22],
[PS24], [PS31], [PS32], [PS37], [PS42], [PS54],
[PS56], [PS57], [PS63]
[PS05], [PS13], [PS21], [PS22], [PS31], [PS37],
[PS42], [PS54], [PS56], [PS57], [PS63]
[PS13], [PS21], [PS28], [PS31], [PS37], [PS42],
[PS54]
[PS02], [PS19], [PS20], [PS30], [PS42]
[PS16], [PS28], [PS39], [PS60]
[PS02], [PS20], [PS28], [PS47]
[PS17], [PS28], [PS30], [PS38]
[PS28, PS37] (disappointed), [PS37, PS42]
(contempt), [PS37, PS51] (pride), [PS16]
(controlled), [PS30] (annoyance), [PS37] (guilt,
hate, shame, regret), [PS44] (fatigue), [PS47]
(anxiety)
[PS05], [PS21], [PS22], [PS31], [PS42], [PS54],
[PS57], [PS63]
[PS21], [PS38]
[PS37]

POLARITY

Dimensional approach affecting software development team.
Frequency
Absolute
Relative
n
f (%)

#

Emotion

1

Neutral,
Negative,
Positive

19

35.85

2

Negative,
Positive

21

39.62

Study ID
[PS04], [PS07], [PS08], [PS10], [PS12], [PS22],
[PS23], [PS25], [PS26], [PS27], [PS29], [PS34],
[PS35], [PS38], [PS39], [PS45], [PS56], [PS59],
[PS63]
[PS03], [PS06], [PS09], [PS14], [PS17], [PS24]*,
[PS28], [PS30]*, [PS31], [PS32], [PS36], [PS43],
[PS46], [PS53], [PS54], [PS55], [PS58], [PS60],

3

VAD

1
2
3

Positive
Dominance,
Valencia,
Arousal
Valencia,
Arousal
Arousal
TOTAL

Discrete emotions
reported in these studies

1

1.89

[PS62], [PS65], [PS66]
[PS18]

4

7.55

[PS11], [PS16], [PS24]*, [PS64]

7

13.21

1
53

1.89
100.00

20

37.74

[PS01], [PS02], [PS20], [PS30]*, [PS33], [PS48],
[PS49]
[PS40]
[PS02], [PS08], [PS11], [PS16], [PS17], [PS20],
[PS22], [PS24]*, [PS28], [PS29], [PS30]*, [PS31],
[PS32], [PS38], [PS39], [PS54], [PS56], [PS60],
[PS63], [PS66]

Appendix E. Type of assessment of emotions
Approach

#

1

Lexicon-based

26

2

Machine
learning

13

3

Questionnaire

23

Study ID
[PS03], [PS04], [PS06], [PS07], [PS08], [PS10], [PS11], [PS12], [PS13], [PS18],
[PS20], [PS21], [PS24], [PS25], [PS27], [PS31], [PS35], [PS36], [PS38], [PS40],
[PS43], [PS54], [PS55], [PS56], [PS58], [PS59]
[PS04], [PS14], [PS23], [PS26], [PS30], [PS32], [PS38], [PS39], [PS41], [PS42],
[PS45], [PS57], [PS63]
[PS02], [PS09], [PS16], [PS17], [PS19], [PS28], [PS29], [PS30], [PS37], [PS44],
[PS46], [PS47], [PS48], [PS49], [PS50], [PS51], [PS60], [PS61], [PS62], [PS64],
[PS65], [PS66]
[PS05], [PS08], [PS20], [PS22], [PS23], [PS25], [PS26], [PS31], [PS32], [PS34],
[PS38], [PS39], [PS40], [PS41], [PS56], [PS57], [PS58], [PS63]

Manual
18
annotation
Coding
5
8 [PS29], [PS30], [PS33], [PS37], [PS52], [PS53], [PS60], [PS62]
strategy
6 Other
1 [PS15]
Note: one study can use more than one approach
4
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